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Full manuscript
Abstract
Objective: The study aims to systematically analyze the effects and stability of
miniscrew assisted rapid palatal expansion (MARPE), providing a reference for the
clinical treatments of maxillary transverse deficiency (MTD) patients.
Methods: We searched Pubmed, Science Direct, Web of Science, Embase, Cochrane
Library, CNKI and Wanfang Data for the relevant studies published before February
18,2021 and selected them according to the eligibility criteria. Criteria introduced in
the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews(Version 5.1.0) were used for the
quality assessment of randomized controlled trials(RCTs), and the scoring protocol
of methodological index for non-randomized studies (MINORS) was used for
non-randomized controlled trials(NRCTs). Statistical analysis was performed using
RevMan5.3 software.
Results: All Studies included in the analysis showed relatively high success rate of
expansion. The changes of both intermolar width and alveolar width after MARPE
are statistically significant. MARPE exhibits a greater skeletal expansion effects than
the conventional RPE. The midpalatal suture is opened in parallel after MARPE. A
small amount of relapse can be observed 1 year after expansion. MARPE causes
tooth inclination and the decrease of alveolar height, but they are less significant
compared with the conventional RPE.
Conclusion: MARPE can be an effective treatment modality for MTD patients. It
produces great transverse skeletal expansion in late adolescents. In comparison to the

conventional RPE, MARPE reduces some detrimental periodontal effects and it has
certain clinical advantages.
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Main text
1.Introduction
Maxillary transverse deficiency(MTD) is a common malocclusion, which is
accompanied by high vault, unilateral or bilateral posterior cross-bite, excessive
buccal corridor space and crowding.1 Rapid palatal expansion(RPE) is considered as
a useful treatment to correct transverse maxillary deficiency and posterior cross-bite.
It was introduced by Angell in 1860 and gained popularity in the late 1900s.2
The most common appliance for RPE is tooth-borne expander. However, it is
difficult for late adolescents to obtain orthopedic expansion due to the bony
interdigitation of midpalatal suture.3,4 Some detrimental periodontal effects of the
conventional RPE have also been reported, such as restricted skeletal movement,
tooth inclination, root resorption and gingival recession.5
An

alternative

to

this

method

is

surgically

assisted

rapid

palatal

expansion(SARPE). It has been used to release the closed suture that resist the
expansion in adults and it helps to reduce the adverse effects of the conventional
RPE.6,7 However, SARPE is costly, traumatic and often accompanied by some
complications. Furthermore,for patients with maxillary constriction accompanied by

severe anteroposterior discrepancies, SARPE is not a good alternative due to the
requirement of phase 2 surgery.8
In order to obtain maxillary expansion without surgical intervention, miniscrew
assisted rapid palatal expansion(MARPE) was introduced. The rigid element of the
MARPE appliance connects to the miniscrews, which are implanted into
para-midpalatal area.9 Accordingly, the appliance is able to directly deliver the
expansion force to the palatal surface of the maxilla, and therefore maximize the
skeletal effect.10
To date, many studies of MARPE have reported its expansion effects and
stability. However, the types, frequency, measurement methods, measurement
indexes and retention time vary from study to study, so there is a lack of
comparability among different studies. In order to accurately assess theefficacy of
MARPE, a comprehensive and systematic analysis is necessary.
The aim of this study is to systematically analyze the short-term and long-term
effects of teeth, alveolar bone, maxilla and circummaxillary structures after MARPE
and to evaluate the efficacy and stability of it, providing a reference for the clinical
treatments of MTD patients.

2.Methods
2.1 Literature search
We selected relevant studies published before February 18,2021 by searching
Pubmed, Science Direct, Web of Science, Embase, Cochrane Library, CNKI and

Wanfang Data. The search strategy used for Pubmed was: #1=(miniscrew OR
microimplant OR implant) AND rapid AND (palatal OR maxillary OR maxilla)
AND

(expansion

OR

expanded).

#2=MARPE[Title/Abstract]

OR

MARME[Title/Abstract]. We also considered articles that were cited in the reference
lists of the included studies.
2.2 Eligibility criteria
Inclusion criteria includes: randomized controlled trials(RCTs) or non-randomized
controlled trials (NRCTs) done in patients with MTD who underwent MARPE, the
studies provided accurate and useful data or we can obtain the data from the primary
data. Studies with less than 8 samples, studies whose including patients with cleft lip,
with craniofacial syndrome, or with orthodontic treatment or maxillofacial surgery
histories, and studies where other interventions were performed were excluded.
2.4 Study selection
The study selection flow diagram is shown in Figure 1. In total, 1090 records were
identified through database searching and other sources. We screened 552 records
after duplicates removed and 13 full-text articles were assessed for eligibility. Finally,
12 studies were included in qualitative synthesis and 10 studies were included in the
meta-analysis.
2.3 Data extraction
Data were extracted by two reviewers according to the data-collection form. The
methodological features include size, sex(male/female), average age, appliance,
activation protocol, retention duration, measurement methods and follow-up period

were collected. Additionally, we extracted the following clinical data from the
selected studiesto analyze the effects and stability of MARPE: success rate,
intermolar width, alveolar width, suture expansion at anterior and posterior nasal
spine, tooth inclination of first molars and alveolar height. We chose data of three
measurement time, before MARPE, after MARPE and 1 year follow-up, for
meta-analysis. Definition of these parameters are shown in Table 1. Additionally,
relevant characteristics of the selected studies were also recorded.
2.4 Quality assessment
Two reviewers undertook the quality assessment of selected studies. The quality
assessment criteria introduced in the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic
Reviews(Version5.1.0) were used for RCTs, and the scoring protocol of
methodological index for non-randomized studies(MINORS) was used for NRCTs.
2.5 Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using RevMan5.3 software. We adopted the mean
difference(MD) with 95% confidence interval(CI). The I2 and P value were used to
assess the heterogeneity. I2 ≤50% and P≥0.1 indicates no or low heterogeneity, the
fixed-effects model was applied. I2>50% or P<0.1 indicates moderate heterogeneity,
we used subgroup analysis or the random-effects model. I2>75% and P<0.1 indicates
high heterogeneity, we applied descriptive analysis.

3.Results
3.1 Study characteristics

The characteristics of the selected studies are summarized in Table 2.
3.2 Quality assessment
Table 3 reports the risk of bias assessment for 3RCTs, the results show that they are
all of low risk of bias. While among 9 NRCTs, 3 trails are of high quality and 6 trails
are of moderate quality according to the scoring protocol of MINORS. (Table 4)
3.3 Synthesis of results
3.3.1 Success rate
Oliveira et al.11 reported negative correlation between the age and MARPE success
rate, which is statistically significant. The success rate of MARPE among individuals
aged from 15 to 19 years, from 20 to 29 years and from 30 to 37 years was 83.3%,
81.8% and 20%, respectively. In the study of Choi et al.8, among the 69 MTD
patients, 9 failed to open the midpalatal suture, the success rate was 86.96%. Lim et
al.10 reported that among 38 patients diagnosed with MTD and treated with MARPE,
the midpalatal suture opening was not observed in 5 patients, the success rate was
86.8%. According to Park et al.12, the success rate 84.2% in 19 MTD patients. In
other included studies, all patients successfully opened the midpalatal suture with
MARPE.
3.3.2 Intermolar width
Choi et al.8, Park et al.12, Jia et al.13, Ngan et al.14 and Yilmaz et al.15 reported the
intermolar width before and after MARPE, the heterogeneity test showed high
homogeneity(I2=5%, P=0.38), so we applied the fix-effects model to synthesize the
results. The synthesis result showed that the change of intermolar width before and

after MARPE had a statistical significance, with an average increased width of
6.48mm.(Figure 2A)
3.3.3 Alveolar width
Choi et al.8, Park et al.12 and Jia et al.13 reported the alveolar width before and after
MARPE, the heterogeneity test showed high homogeneity(I2=0%, P=0.59). The
result after the synthesis of the fix-effects model showed that the change of alveolar
width before and after MARPE had a statistical significance, with an average
increased width of 3.23mm.(Figure 2B)
3.3.4 Expansion pattern
Cantarella et al.16 reported that the suture transverse width was 4.75mm at ANS and
was 4.33 at PNS, the suture expansion at PNS was 90% of that at ANS, indicating
that the midpalatal suture was opened in parallel. According to Yilmaz et al.15, the
increases of intermolar and intercanine width were 5.56mm and 5.20mm,
respectively, the similar increases indicated a parallel expansion in anteroposterior
direction. Lin et al.17 also reported that the expansion pattern was rather parallel in
MARPE group.
3.3.5 Long-term stability
Lim et al.10and Lagravere et al.18reported the changes of intermolar width and
alveolar width immediately after and 1 year after MARPE. Both of the heterogeneity
test results showed high homogeneity(I2=0%, P=0.46 for the changes of intermolar
width and I2=0%, P=0.74 for the changes of alveolar width). The fix-effects model
was applied for the synthesis, the result showed that the changes of intermolar width

and alveolar width were both statistically significant 1 year after expansion. The
decrease for intermolar width was 1.56mm while the decrease for alveolar width was
0.55 mm.(Figure 2C and Figure 2D)
3.3.6 Tooth inclination
Jia et al13, Ngan et al.14, Lin et al.17, Lagravere et al.18and Akin et al.19reported the
inclination of maxillary first molors in both sides after MARPE, the heterogeneity
test showed high homogeneity(I2=0%, P=0.63). We used the fixed-effects model to
synthesize, the result showed no statistical significance between tooth inclination of
right and left maxillary first molar, indicating that various degree of inclination can
be observed after MARPE, but there is no significant difference between the right
and left side.(Figure 2E)
3.3.7 Alveolar height
Jia et al.13 reported the buccal alveolar height of right and left maxillary first
molars, the heterogeneity result was I2=0%, P=0.68. After synthesis, the results
showed no statistical significance between right and left maxillary first molars,
indicating the similar decrease of right and left sides. Park et al.12 reported the
change of distance from the mesiobuccal cusp tip to the buccal alveolar crest of
maxillary first molar, which represents the decrease of buccal alveolar height. We
synthesized the results of Park et al.12 and the results above, the heterogeneity test
showed high homogeneity (I2=10%, P=0.33). The fixed-effects model was applied
for the synthesis, the result showed that the changes in alveolar height had a
statistical significance, the alveolar height decreased 0.94mm in average after

MARPE.(Figure 2F)
Lin et al.17 also reported a statistically significant decrease of alveolar height in
MARPE group, but the actual amount of bone loss is not clinically significant.
3.3.8 Comparison with conventional RPE
Celenk et al.20 reported similar increases ofinterdental width in both MARPE
group and conventional RPE group, but the nature of skeletal and dental changes
between groups is significantly different, the miniscrew-supported expander
increased the midpalatal suture more 2.5 times than the conventional tooth-borne
expander. In the study of Lin et al.17, the ratio of skeletal expansionto the dental
crown expansion was about 57.5% to 77.0%, while the skeletal gain in the hyrax
group was only 25.6% to 42.9%. According to Yilmaz et al.15, the maxillary
intermolar width and the palatal width were similar in MARPE group, while the
intermolar width increased more than the palatal width in banded expansion group,
demonstrating that the skeletal expansion was more significant in MARPE group.
For tooth inclination, Celenk et al.20 reported 1.3° lingual and 3.9° buccal crown
tipping of maxillary first molars in the MARPE group and the conventional RPE
group, respectively. The buccal inclination in MARPE group reduced significantly
compared with the conventional RPE group. According to Yilmaz et al15, the
MARPE group showed a significant smaller amount of tooth inclination than the
banded RPE group and the bonded RPE group. The study of Lagravere et al.18 also
showed that dental inclination was more significant in the conventional RPE group
after expansion.

With regard to the bone loss, Lin et al.17revealed that the vertical buccal bone
loss was 0.91±0.68mm for right maxillary first molar and 0.59±0.94mm for the left
side in the hyrax group, while in MARPE group, it was 0.54±0.49mm and
0.27±0.36mm for the right and left side, respectively. Similarly, the study of Celenk
et al.20 also showed lessbuccal bone loss in MARPE group than in the conventional
RPE group for both the premolars and molars.

4.Discussion
Age is regarded as a significant factor affecting the success rate of
expansion.4,21 The age prior to 13-15 years old is considered to be optimal for
conventional RPE treatment, while the effects may be unsatisfactory in post-pubertal
patients.22 The average age of 8 out of 12 studies are over 15 years old,8,10,11,12,14,16,17
but allstudies included in our analysis showed relatively high success rate of
expansion, justified by the suture structure.23 However, due to the insufficiency of
included articles and the difference of reported success rate among studies, whether
the success rate of MARPE in late adolescents is superior to conventional RPE may
need further discussion.
Additionally, MARPE exhibits a greater skeletal expansion effects than the
conventional RPE. Handelmanet al.24reported the trans-arch width increase of molars
and premolars in adults after using Haas expander, indicating that the dental
expansion may be the predominant effect in conventional RPE. In the study of Jia et
al.13, the ratio of skeletal to dental expansion in MARPE group was nearly twice

higher than in the hyrax group. Similarly, Lin et al.17revealed that the skeletal gain of
the dental crown expansion in MARPE group were nearly twofold greater than in the
hyrax group. Celenk et al.20 found that the miniscrew-supported expander had more
than 2.5 times greater expansion than tooth-anchored expander. By measuring the
maxillary intermolar width and the palatal width, Yilmaz et al.15 also revealed a more
significant skeletal expansion in MARPE group. The design of MARPE expanders
may account for the results above. The additional miniscrews are used as main
anchorage, increasing the skeletal anchorage force, which helps to overcome the
expansion resistance.
The result of the expansion suture of ANS and PNS in the study of Cantarella et
al.16shows a parallel expansion pattern. The studies of Lin et al.17 and Yilmaz et al.15
also confirm that the midpalatal suture is opened in parallel. However, Jia et al.13and
Akin et al.19 reported a V-shaped opening of the midpalatal suture, which differed
from the finding of parallel expansion pattern. This variance can be explained by the
position of the appliance. According to Braun et al.25, the center of expansion
resistance is between the first and second molars in the sagittal plane. The
jackscrews and miniscrews in the studied of Jia et al.13 and Akin et al.19 were located
between the second premolars and the first molars. In contrast, the positions of
jackscrews and miniscrews of Cantarella et al.20were between maxillary first molars.
Such a closer position to the expansion resistance center helps to achieve a more
parallel expansion pattern.
For long-term stability, our meta-analysis shows a small amount of relapse 1

year after expansion. The result reveals that although MAPRE can obtain the skeletal
expansion effectively, it cannot avoid the relapse after expansion, which also appears
in SARPE and conventional RPE.26 The relapse can be explained by the elastic
recovery of soft tissue in midpalatal suture and the shrinkage of transseptal fibers
after the mechanical force was removed.27,28 Furthermore, the immaturity of the
newly-formed bone tissue may lead to the bone resorption under recurrence force,
which also contributes to the relapse.29,30
Tooth inclination is one of the typical detrimental effects of RPE. Our
meta-analysis indicates that various degree of inclination can be observed after
MARPE, but there is no significant difference between the right and left side.
According to Lim et al.10and Lin et al.17 the change of tooth axis is mainly caused by
the bending of the alveolar bone, while the absolute tooth inclination was negligible.
The mechanical force of expansion appliances may cause the shrinkage of the
periodontal membrane, the bending of the alveolar bone and the inclination of
anchored teeth, so the inclination is inevitable in RPE treatment. The studies of
Celenk et al.20, Yilmaz et al.15 and Lagravere et al.18 reveal that the tooth inclination
reduced significantly in MARPE group compared with the conventional RPE group.
The force produced during the conventional RPE was delivered to the
para-midpalatal bone tissue through the anchored teeth, and therefore cause the
buccal rotation of the alveolar bone.31-34 However, the MARPE appliance can
directly deliver the force to the bone tissue and reduce the buccal force acting on the
teeth, which decreases the tooth inclination. Seong et al.35analyze the stress

distribution of different types of expanders and found that the stress distribution was
relatively even in MARPE and that the stress on the buccal plate of the anchored
teeth was decreased. The additional minisrews in the MARPE appliance may move
the vector of the expansion force closer to the center of resistance,36 consequently, it
can secure sufficient expansion with decreased tooth inclination.
Tipping movements of teeth can cause the changes in the alveolar bone,37,38,39
resulting in the decrease of alveolar bone thickness and alveolar height. As shown in
our meta-analysis, the buccal alveolar height decreased 0.94mm in average after
MARPE. According to Lin et al.17 and Celenk et al.20, the extent of buccal bone loss
is lesser compared with the conventional RPE, which can be explained by the
reduced tooth inclination in MARPE.The decrease of alveolar height may have
correlation with the initial quantity of bone. The study of Lim et al.10showed that the
changes in the alveolar bone thickness and the alveolar height were negatively
correlated with the initial thickness and height of the alveolar bone, namely, the
greater the initial quantity of bone, the lesser extent of alveolar bone loss it would
be.39,40
Findings of our meta-analysis reveal an overall beneficial effect of MARPE in
treating MTD patients. Compared with the conventional RPE, MARPE obtains a
greater skeletal expansion and causes less adverse effects including tooth inclination
and the decrease of alveolar height. In addition, the MARPE appliance allows the
usage of fixed orthodontic appliances, so the retention period is unnecessary,
shortening the total treatment duration. Moreover, for patients with high angle, with

missing anchorage teeth, or with severe maxillary transverse deficiency, MARPE is
considered to be more effective.
There are some limitations of our study,the greatest is the insufficiency of
included articles. The number of relevant studies were not sufficiently large, and
some of the articles were excluded from the meta-analysis due to the incomplete data.
Consequently, the number of patients included in our studies is not sufficient, so
grouping and comparative analysis of different design or placement cannot be
performed, which may affect the heterogeneity of the meta-analysis. Furthermore,
some methodological limitations also exist due to the retrospective nature of the
meta-analysis. Accordingly, additional studies of high quality and large sample size
in this field are needed for further investigations of MARPE.

Conclusion
MARPE can be an effective treatment modality for patients with MTD. It shows a
relatively high success rate in opening the midpalatal suture in late adolescents.In
comparison to the conventional RPE, MARPE produces greater transverse skeletal
expansion and reduces some detrimental periodontal effects such as tooth inclination
and the decrease of alveolar height. It also has certain clinical advantages in the
meanwhile. However, the insufficiency of included articles may affect the
heterogeneity of our meta-analysis, so more relevant studies of high quality and large
sample size are strongly recommended.
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Figure Legends
Figure 1
Flow diagram showing the study selection.
Figure 2: Forest plot to assess the effects and stability of miniscrew assisted
rapid palatal expansion
Outcomes assessed are: (A) intermolar width before and after MARPE; (B) alveolar
width before and after MARPE; (C) intermolar width immediately after and 1 year
after MARPE; (D) alveolar width immediately after and 1 year after MARPE; (E)
tooth inclination of right and left maxillary first molars after MARPE; (F) buccal
alveolar height of right and left maxillary first molars before and after MARPE. CI =
confidence interval; IV = inverse variance; SD = standard deviation.

Table
Table 1 Definition of extracted parameters

Parameter

Definition

Intermolar width

Linear distance between right and left maxillary first molars

Alveolar width

Linear distance between right and left maxillary first molar
alveolar bone

Suture expansion Transverse width between anterior nasal spine points
at ANS
Suture expansion Transverse width between posterior nasal spine points
at PNS
Tooth inclination

Angle between the long axis of the maxillary first molar and the
palatal plane

Alveolar height

Distance from the most inferior alveolar point at mesiobucccal
root of maxillary first molar to baseline

NOTE
Baseline: Line passing through lowest point at inferior inner contour of the nasal
cavity on same side, parallel to axial plane.

Table 2 Characteristics of included studies
Author

Year

Design

Group

Size

Male/Female

Average

Appliance

age(years)
Lagravere
et al.

Lin et al.

17

Yilmaz et
al.

2010

RCT

18

2015
2015

NRCT
NRCT

MARPE

21

8/13

Activation

Retention

Measurement

protocol

time

methods
CBCT

6months,1 year

3 months

14.24±1.32

Bone-borne

0.25mm/d

6 months

Hyrax expander

0.5mm/d

6months

RPE

20

5/15

14.05±1.35

control

21

6/15

12.86±1.19

MARPE

15

0/15

RPE

13

MARME

14

—

—

—

18.1±4.4

C-expander

0.25mm/d

—

CBCT

0/13

17.4±3.4

Hyrax expander

8/6

13.2±2.1

Bone-borne

0.4mm/d for first

—

Cephalograms,

expander

7-10 day,0.2mm/3

posteroanterior

the

radiographs, dental

the

casts

15

bonded RME

14

8/6

12.1±2.1

Bonded expander

day

banded RME

14

6/8

13.4±1.7

Banded expander

opening

after
of

Follow-up

—

suture
Akin
al.

et

2016

NRCT

MARPE

9

5/4

13.61±0.72

Hybrid expander

19

0.5mm/d for the

—

CBCT

—

first week, then
0.25mm/d for 3
week

Choi
al.

et

2016

NRCT

MARPE

20

10/10

20.9±2.9

8

0.2mm/2d

3 months

expander

Cantarella
et al.

Bone-borne

2017

NRCT

MARPE

15

6/9

17.2±4.2

MSE expander

16

0.5mm/d at first,

More than

0.25mm/day after

3months

Posteroanterior

30.2±13.2

cephalograms

months

CBCT

—

inter-incisal
diastema appeared
Lim
al.

10

et

2017

NRCT

MARPE

24

8/16

21.6±3.1

Bone-borne
expander

0.2mm/d

4 months

CBCT

1
year(14.17±2.70
month)

et

2017

NRCT

MARPE

14

9/5

20.1±2.4

Celenk et

2018

RCT

Conventional-RME

20

8/12

13.84±1.36

Hyrax expander

MARPE

20

7/13

13.81±1.23

Miniscrew-support

Park
al.
al.

12

Bone-borne

0.2mm/d

—

CBCT

—

2 turns/d

—

CBCT

—

Varied with the

—

CBCT

—

expander

20

expander
Ngan
al.

et

2018

NRCT

MARPE

8

6/2

21.9±1.5

MSE expander

14

severity

of

transverse
discrepancy
Oliveira et
al.

2020

NRCT

MARPE

28

10/18

15-37

11

Jia et al.

Miniscrew-support

2/4 turn/d

4 months

CBCT

0.5mm/d

3 months

CBCT

6 months

expander
13

2021

RCT

MARPE

30

9/21

14.8±1.5

Hyrax expander

Hyrax

30

12/18

15.1±1.6

Four-point MARPE

—

expander

NOTE
RCT: randomized controlled trials; NRCT: non-randomized controlled trials; MARPE: miniscrew assisted rapid palatal expansion; RPE: rapid
palatal expansion; RME: rapid maxillary expansion; CBCT: cone beam computed tomography.

Table 3 Assessment of risk of bias for RCTs using Cochrane's risk of bias tool

Author

Year

Random
sequence
generation

Allocation
concealment

Blinding of
participants and
personnel

Blinding of
outcome
assessment

Incomplete
outcome data

Selective
reporting

Other
sources of
bias

Overall
bias

Lagravere
et al.18
Celenk et
al.20
Jia et al.13

2010

Low risk

Unclear

Low risk

Unclear

Low risk

Unclear

Low risk

Low risk

2018

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Unclear

Low risk

Low risk

2021

Low risk

Low risk

Low risk

Unclear

Low risk

Unclear

Low risk

Low risk

Table 4 Methodological index for non-randomized studies (MINORS)

Author
Lin et al.

17

Yailmaz et al.
Akin et al.
Choi et al.

15

Lim et al.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Total

2015

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

1
0
0
2
0
2
0
0
0

2
2
2
0
2
2
2
2
2

0
2
0
2
0
2
0
0
2

2
2

1
2

1
2

2
2

17
21
9
12
10
14
10
10
14

2015

19

2016

8

Cantarella et al.

Year

2016
16

2017

10

2017

12

2017

Park et al.

Ngan et al.

14

Oliveira et al.11

2018
2020

NOTE
The item 1-12 represent: 1. A clearly stated aim; 2. Inclusion of consecutive patients;
3. Prospective collection of data; 4. Endpoints appropriate to the aim of the study; 5.
Unbiased assessment of the study endpoint; 6. Follow-up period appropriate to the
aim of the study; 7. Loss to follow-up less than 5%; 8. Prospective calculation of the
study size; 9. An adequate control group; 10. Contemporary groups; 11. Baseline
equivalence of groups; 12. Adequate statistical analyses. The item scored 0 means not
mentioned, 1 means reported but inadequate, and 2 means reported and adequate. The
total score is 24 for studies with control groups, 16 for studies without control groups.
The quality is considered as low (0−9 for studies with control groups, 0-7 for studies
without control groups), moderate (10-20 for studies with control groups, 8-13 for
studies without control groups) or high (20-24 for studies with control groups, 14-16
for studies without control groups) based on the total score.

